FROM SCREEN TO FURNISHING ACCESSORY
Perfect integration in any environment with new TV BASIC and TV FLEX wall mounts
Today, ARCTIC presents its new TV Basic and TV Flex wall mounts, each available as S and L, offering a new product
group in terms of equipment. The durable TV mounts are characterized by especially quick and easy mounting and

provide secure hold for small, medium and even for the largest TV sets. As usual, ARCTIC relies on innovative product
quality at fair prices.
With their ultra-slim design, TV Basic mounts are an ideal solution for space-saving wall-mounting of the TV screens,

which elegantly blend into every furnishing concept. We offer TV Basic wall mounts in the following options: TV Basic S
for 19''–55" TVs with a weight of up to 37 kg, as well as TV Basic L with a special lock system for 42"–78" screen sizes
with a maximum weight of 45 kg.

TV Flex mounts offer full mobility for flexible suspension. The freely adjustable mounting guarantees the best view from
all angles. TV Flex wall mounts are also available as TV Flex S for small to medium-sized 22"–55" TVs weighing up to 25
kg and TV Flex L for hanging units with screen sizes of 49"-88" and up to 60 kg.

All wall mounts are made out of high quality steel and guarantee precise installation with a spirit level and practical cable
management as well as a high load-bearing capacity.

VESA Mount Compatibility and Technical Data

Concentrated Engineering Expertise
For more than 15 years ARCTIC has been providing pleasant working conditions on the computer. In 2011 the company began growing its
business beyond cooling systems and expanded the portfolio with equipment. Meanwhile, ARCTIC offers a broad range of monitor arms and TV
mounts. The company core remained unchanged, as a quiet computer is the basis for pleasant work at the desk. Since the very beginning
ARCTIC's philosophy remained unchanged – offering consumers value-for-money, innovations at affordable prices. Today, the still privatelyowned company with locations in Germany, Hong Kong and the USA is selling products in over 45 countries across the globe.
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